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PERTURBED ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE SETS

ROGER  C.   McCANN

Abstract. Perturbations of a dynamical system are defined and

the behavior of compact asymptotically stable sets under these

perturbations is determined. The occurrence of critical points in a

perturbed planar dynamical system is also investigated.

In [1] it is shown that if C is an asymptotically stable cycle of a planar

dynamical system -n and if 77-, is a net of planar dynamical systems which

converges to tt, then there are limit cycles Ct of iti such that Q->C. This

paper presents a similar result in a more general setting for perturbed

asymptotically stable sets. If 77-, is a net of dynamical systems which con-

verges to a dynamical system 77 and if M is a compact asymptotically stable

set of tt, then eventually there are asymptotically stable sets M¿ of 7r¿

arbitrarily close to M. Moreover, if M is invariant with respect to all 77,,

then Mi->-M.
R, R+, and R~ will denote the reals, nonnegative reals, and nonpositive

reals respectively.

A dynamical system 77 on a topological space X is a mapping of Xx R

onto X which satisfies the following three conditions (where jc77í=

n(x,t)y.

(i) 77 is continuous in the product topology.

(ii) X7r0=x for each x e X.

(iii) (X7rr)77.y=;c77(/-|-.s) for each x e X and s, t e R.

If AcX and B^R, then AttB will denote the set {x-n-f.x e A, t e B).

L+(x) and L~(x) will denote the positive limit set of x and the negative

limit set of x respectively. A subset M of X is called an (negative) attractor

iff there is a neighborhood U of M such that (L~(x)) L+(x)<=: M for every

x e U. If M is an (negative) attractor, then (A~(M)) A+(M) will denote the

largest such neighborhood.

A subset S of A'is called a section with respect to 77 iff (Strt)nS=0 for

all r#0.
In a topological space X it is possible to define limits of nets of subsets
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A"¿cx as follows: let lim inf Xz consist of all limits of nets of points xt e

Xt; let lim sup A", consist of all limits of subnets of points x, e X¡. Obviously

lim inf A'j-clim sup Xt. If equality holds, the net X{ is said to converge and

we write

lim Xt = lim inf Xi = lim sup X¡.

Let TT be a dynamical system on X and 7r¿ be a net of dynamical systems

on Xsuch that irt-*^r in the following sense: if x, and t¡ are nets converging

to x and / respectively, then xjv{tj-+xnt [2, VI, 3.1-3.11]. If X is locally

compact, then the convergence of 7r¿ to n as defined above is equivalent to

the convergence of irt to n in the compact open topology [2, VI, 3.3]. A

section with respect to v may not be a section with respect to any of the -rri

[2, VI, 3.10.1].
Convention. Any set subscripted by an i is to be considered relative to

7T,-; e.g., Lf(x) is the positive limit set of x with respect to n^.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let X be a locally compact metric space on which there is

defined a dynamical system tr and a net -ni of dynamical systems such that

it(-*ft. If M is a compact asymptotically stable set of it, then there are

asymptotically stable sets Mi of TTt such that lim sup M^M. Moreover,

if M is invariant with respect to each ir,-, then lim Mt = M.

Since M is asymptotically stable there is a continuous Liapunov

function v:A+(M)-^-R+ for M such that (i) v(x-rrt)<.v(x) whenever x <£ M

and t>0 and (ii) v(x)=0 whenever x e M [3, Theorem 10]. J^ will denote

the family {»_1([0, r]):r>0}, which is a fundamental system of neighbor-

hoods of M. It is easily verified that f_1(r), r>0, is a section with respect

tO  77.

The proof of the theorem depends on the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let U, V e SP be such that both are compact and K<=int U.

Then eventually (diX-U^tr.R-^X-V.

Proof. Set A=X— U and B=X— V. Evidently both are open and

Ä^B. Let a<0. By the construction of U, we have dAna^A

and Ätr^a, 0]<= Ä<=B. Since 7r¿->7r, eventually, say />/<,, dAtr^cA and

Äir[2%, 0]^B. We now show that Ätt^-^B for i>i0. Assume not.

Then there is an x e dA and / e R~ such that xtrj e dB. Set s=

inf{T:x7r¿T e dA, t<s^0}. Then t<s and xtrts e dA since dA is compact.

Moreover, xn^t, s)HA=0. Since xv^ e dA and X7r,7 e dB, we have that

t — 5<2a (recall Airily., 0]^B for />(0). But d/Í7r¿acint A. This contra-

dicts 0 =xiri(t, s)r)A = ((xTr¿s)-n-(t—s, 0))t~\Ä. This contradiction implies

ÄtTiR-cBfoT i>i0.
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Lemma 3. LetUe^ be compact. Then c\{X— U) is eventually a negative

attractor with respect to 7rf.

Proof. Let V, WeSF be compact and such that K<=int G'c t/<=jnt W

and set ,4=*-^, B=X-U, C=X-V. Each is open and Ä^B^B<^C.

Since W and V are in Jr, for each x e cl(C—A) there is a t(x) e R- such

that xtrt(x)cA. We will first show that there is a TeR~ such that

xn[T, 0]nA¿¿0 for each x 6 cl(C—A). Assume there is no such T. Then

there are nets xt in cl(C—A) and s(x¡) in 7?" such that s(x,)-"—co and

x¿7r[j(x¿), O]CiA = 0. Since cI(C—/I) is compact, we may assume that

Xi~*-x e cl(C—A). Then xrrt(x) e A and, since /I is open and 77 continuous,

Xi-trtix) e A eventually. This contradiction implies the existence of a

re R- such that X7r[7\ O]nA^¿0 for every x e d(C-A). Since c\(C-A)

is compact and tt^tt, eventually, say i>/0, xirAT, O]riA^0 for each

x £ cl(C—/I). C is a neighborhood of ß. Änß-^ B eventually (Lemma 2)

so that LJ(A)<=B. \f xec\(C-A), then for />/„, xtri[T,O]r\A?¿0 and

(by Lemma 2) L7(cl(C-/l))c:ß eventually. Thus eventually L~(C)<=B

and ß is eventually a negative weak attractor with respect to 77,.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let the notation be as in Lemma 3. B is a negative

attractor and AJ(B)—B^ U. Therefore dAi(B)<^ (7and dAJ(B) is compact.

Hence X— AJ(B) is asymptotically stable with respect to tt¿ [4, Theorem

3.10]. Thus we have shown that, for each r, M(r) = X—r-1([0, r]) is

eventually a negative attractor, X— Ai(M(r)) is asymptotically stable

and X— ATiMir^^v^ilO, r]). Set rÉ = inf{r: M(r) is a negative attractor

with respect to wt} and let 0^£¿^r, be such that A/(rf+ej is a negative

attractor with respect to tr^ Finally set M^X—AJ^Mir^+e^). M¿c

i>-1([0, ̂ +£¿1) and is asymptotically stable. Lemma 3 implies /-¿-»-0.

Hence A/.-crHIO, r1-|-«)])->^-1(0)= A/, so that lim sup M^M. UM is

invariant with respect to each tt,-, then Lf(M)cM so that WczA'—

/17(M(r!-f£i))=A/¿. It easily follows that Mi~*M. This completes the

proof.
Remark. It should be noted that the converse of Theorem 1 is false.

That is, if M¡ are compact asymptotically stable sets of 77¿ and if M¡ con-

verges to a compact set M, then it does not necessarily follow that M is

asymptotically stable with respect to 77. Let 77 be a planar dynamical

system with the origin as a center-focus and Cn (n—\, 2, • • •) a sequence

of external limit cycles which converge to the origin. cl(int Cn) is asymp-

totically stable and lim cl(int Cn) is the origin. Finally for each positive

integer n, set trn=tT. cl(int Cn) is asymptotically stable with respect to 77„,

but the origin is not asymptotically stable with respect to ir.

We now assume that X is the plane R2 and investigate the occurrence of

critical points in the ir¡. We will prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let x be a stable isolated critical point of aplanar dynamical

system tr. Then there are critical points xt of 77, such that x,—»x.

The proof depends on the following three lemmas.

Lemma 5. Each stable isolated critical point possesses arbitrarily small

neighborhoods bounded by either a cycle or a section with respect to tr which

is a simple closed curve.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from [2, VIII, 4.1] and [2,

VIII, 4.3].

Lemma 6. Let x e X possess a fundamental system ^ of neighborhoods

whose boundaries are simple closed curves which are sections with respect to

■n. If W is any neighborhood of x, then there is a neighborhood Fc W of x

such that eventually L¡(V)<=.\Vor LT(V)c W.

Proof. Let Ue&. For e>0, Ün[s, +oo)cint U or Ütt(-co, -s]cr

U [2, VII, 4.8]. Hence #" contains a fundamental system 'S of compact

neighborhoods of x which consists entirely of positively invariant sets or

of negatively invariant sets. For definiteness we will assume 'S consists of

positively invariant sets. Let V, U e 'S be such that Kc int £/<= £/c int W.

In a manner similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2, it can be shown

that eventually Vir^^U. Thus Lt(V)<= £7<= W. If 'S consists of nega-

tively invariant sets, the proof is analogous.

Lemma 7. Let x e X possess a fundamental system #" of neighborhoods

whose boundaries are cycles ofn. IfWis any simply connected neighborhood

of x, then there are sets K¿c W such that eventually either L+(F,)c W or

L7(Vt)cz W.

Proof. Let LI e 3F be such that t7c int W. Since d[/contains no critical

points with respect to ir, eventually dU contains no critical points with

respect to irt [2, VI, 3.7]. Let x0 e dU, T be the fundamental period of x0

with respect to ir, and S( be transversals (local sections which are arcs)

with respect to tri and which generate neighborhoods of x ([2, VI, 2.12]

and [2, VII, 1.6]). Let 0<e<\T. Eventually x077¿(0, |7,]n5<=0,

xaTTi[\T,lT]nSiTTl[-e,e\ji0, and xirt[0,$T]<zint W. Set r~

inf{7-:x7TT e Sit r>\T). Let C, be the simple closed curve composed of

X7r¿[0, tf] and the subarc of 5¿ connecting x and xw,/,. Clearly this can

eventually be done. Finally set F,=int C,. Then P,c: W since IK is simply

connected. Vt is either positively invariant or negatively invariant [2, VII,

4.8]. Hence Lf(V{)c: V^ Wot LT(V¡)^ V^ W. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let x be a stable isolated critical point and W

be a compact simply connected neighborhood of x. By Lemmas 5, 6 and 7

there is a net y\ in Jfsuch that eventually either L+(y,)c Wor LJ(y%)<^ W.
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By the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem [2, VIII, 1.14], if Lt(yt)<z W, then

Lt(yt) is a cycle of ni or Lj(yt) contains critical points of 77,. A similar

result holds if L7(y%)c W. If Lt(y¿ (or Lj(y¿) is a cycle then int L7(j¿)<= W

and int Lt(yt) contains a critical point [2, VII, 4.8]. Thus eventually W

contains critical points of ir{. Let xi be a critical point of ir¡ and assume

Xi-*x0. Then, for any t e R,

Xq ■*— Xf  = XjTTit —*■ X0TTt.

Hence x0 is a critical point of 77. Since x is an isolated critical point of 77,

the desired result easily follows.

Remarks. (1) If x is a stable critical point of 77 and xi are critical points

of 77,- such that x¿->x, it may be that none of the x¿ are stable. Let 7rn

(w=l, 2, ■ • •) be the planar dynamical system indicated by the following

drawing (where the cycle is a circle of radius 1/«). Then the 7rn can be

chosen so that they converge to a dynamical system 7r„ in which the origin

is asymptotically stable.

(2) If x is a critical point of 77, it is possible that there are no critical

points of the 77, close to x. Let 77„ («=1, 2, • • •) be the planar dynamical

system given by x=x2l(l+x2)+ljn, j=0 and v be the planar system

given by x=x2/(l+x2), y=0. Then 7r„->7r, each 77,, is free from critical

points, and 77 has a critical point at the origin.
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